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If you don’t like the limits 
placed upon you, change them! 



In our previous episode... 

 Limits of integration.  What is the 
region of integration in  

 How does it look if we integrate in a 
different order? 







Another fun game 

 Limits of integration.  What is the 
region of integration in  

 How does it look if we integrate in a 
different order? 



Coordinate systems for grown-ups 

 Cylindrical to Cartesian: 
 x = r cos θ 
 y = r sin θ 
 z = z 

 What’s the volume element dV ? 





Cylindrical examples 

 Volume of sphere 
 Volume of 1/4 torus (doughnut) 
 Integral of z (x2 + y2+ z2)1/2, where  

 x,y > 0 and  
 z is between (x2 + y2)1/2 and(1-x2-y2)1/2 

 What does this region look like? 



 Volume of sphere 





 Integral of z (x2 + y2+ z2)1/2, where  
 x,y > 0 and  
 z is between (x2 + y2)1/2 and(1-x2-y2)1/2 



But only 1/4 of this. 



Cylindrical examples 









Cylindrical examples 

 Volume of 1/4 torus (doughnut) 







Estimating integrals you can’t actually do. 



Estimating integrals you can’t actually do. 



Coordinate systems for grown-ups 

 Spherical = geographic plus ρ 
 ρ = distance from origin 
 θ = polar angle in xy plane = longitude 
 φ = angle from pole, “colatitude” 





Cylindrical examples 

 Volume of ¼ cone with cap 

 Volume of sphere 

 Volume of a sliced sphere 





Prof. H's special spherical tips 

 Remember, θ runs from 0 to 2 π, but φ 
runs only from 0 to π. 

 Total "steradians" on the sphere = 4π  = 
the complete integral of sinφ dφ dθ  

 Very often you want to use the variable 
w = cosφ, instead of φ.  This variable 
runs from -1 to 1 and the volume 
element dV = ρ2 dρ dw dθ.   

     dw = - sinφ dφ  



The Great Variable Changer 

Carl Gustav Jacob Jacobi 
          1804-1851 





From Lecture 26 of the 8-th volume of Jacobi’s collected 
lectures (p. 198): “The greatest difficulty in integrating 
differential equations seems to consist in introducing the 
right variables,…” 

and not just Cartesian, polar, cylindrical, spherical. 



Another interesting fact about Jacobi... 





Polar coordinate lines 



x = cosh u cos v 

y = sinh u sin v 

But what are u and v in 
terms of x and y? 

Contes
t!!



Another example: the bipolar coordinates. 

        x = sinh(t)/(cosh(t)-cos(s)) 

        y = sin(s)/(cosh(t)-cos(s)) 

How do you like these coordinate curves? 



(Adapted from graphic on Wikipedia.) 

Bipolar coordinate lines: 



How would we integrate with 
curvilinear coordinates? 

 Write x = x(u,v), y = y(u,v) 
 Example:  x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ . 

 Make a “differential box” bounded by 
 (x(u,v),y(u,v)) 
 (x(u+∆u,v),y(u+∆u,v)) 
 (x(u,v+∆v),y(u,v∆v)) 
 (x(u+∆u,v+∆v),y(u+∆u,v∆v)) 









Check on Jacobi with an 
example we know: 

 Example:  x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ . 
 J(u,v) =  

Therefore dA = r   dr d θ 


